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Abstract: In-home healthcare services based on the Internet of Things IOT have great business potential; however, a comprehensive platform is still missing. In this paper, an intelligent home-based platform, the I Home Health-IOT, is proposed and implemented. In particular, the platform involves an open-platform-based intelligent medicine box (I Med Box) with enhanced connectivity and interchangeability for the integration of devices and services, 1.) Reminders using an LED light 2.) Dispense boxes with contacts. 3) Emergency Switch. 4.) Raspberry pie micro controller. 5.) Server the collects the data and forwards it to the website on the doctors end. The proposed platform seamlessly fuses IOT devices with in-home healthcare services for an improved user experience and service efficiency.

Index Terms - Intelligent Medicine Box, Internet-of-Things (IOT), Raspberry pie micro controller

1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous countries are undergoing hospital restructuring by reducing number of hospital beds and escalating home healthcare, which is envisioned to perk up health care quality, has fascinated wide-ranging attention. In order to track the physical status of the elderly and, in the meanwhile, to keep them healthy, the proposed idea will be helpful. IOT expands the Internet into our everyday lives by wirelessly connecting various smart objects, and will bring significant hangs in the way we live and interact with smart devices. The swift paced life has always taken a levy on the people. The satire is that new medicines are found for the never ending chain of diseases and often require timely medication with course therapy for curing. The existing techniques in market for the reminder include a pill box with a normal alarm. But this does not help in checking, overdose and wrong dosage among the patients. This proposed idea is a valuable solution to the medical noncompliance problem. Dropping patients non-compliance, guarantees better health, longer life expectancy, and better quality of life. The invention uses a dispensing scheme to help patients keep trail of their medicine consumption through a series of LED alarm indicator signals and audio alarm indicator signals.

1. Patient List

2. Send Prescription
3. Record of box being opened and closed

4. Adding New Patient

5. Emergency Alerting SMS

6. I-MED BOX with individual boxes for three different schedules
2. Literature Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr no</th>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Content information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Healthcare applications of the Internet of Things:</td>
<td>Alok Kulkarni, Sampada Sathe</td>
<td>paper about healthcare internet applications, discuss about the evolution of internet, its concise discussion and applications. IoT is that network of physical objects or &quot;things&quot; fixed with electronics, software, sensors and connectivity to permit it to achieve higher values and facilities by exchanging data with the firm operators and other connected devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>How the Internet of Things Is Revolutionizing</td>
<td>David Niewolny</td>
<td>Describes, „How the Internet of Things Is Revolutionizing Healthcare” [3] is discussing about the reasons for emergence of IoT and designs of applications where IoT is used. The issue is people have only limited time, awareness and accuracy, which means they won’t be able to capture data about things networked in the real world consistently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Wi-Fi enabled sensors for internet of things</td>
<td>S. Tozlu, M. Senel, W. Mao, A.</td>
<td>Wi-Fi enabled sensors for internet of things describes a practical approach, and give explanations about different sensors available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Elaine Brow</td>
<td>Elliptic Curve Cryptography</td>
<td>It guarantees practical implementation possibilities in resource constrained devices. Earlier work shows public–key algorithms are best choice for use in wireless sensor networking, and that the advantage of smaller Cryptographic keys will be significant in getting better in energy conservation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patient to server

1. The event triggered by opening one of the box, schedule that has been generated at the client side by the I-MED BOX is received through one of the open ports on the server.
2. The request contains the event time and the box id no which is received
3. SQL data which creates an entry in the database.
4. There are basically the details of the user and Meta data that contains the user’s consumption of medicines.
5. This tabulated data is then shown on the website which the doctor can view and use for diagnostics.

Doctor to server
1. The doctor access the website hosted on the server
2. Then access the tab on the website to view the data of the patient collected by the med box
3. The doctor can access another tab where he can write a prescription and assign it to the med box associated to the particular patient.
4. The website then relays this information to the python code which then executes the code to search for the appropriate box associated to the particular patient.
5. The execution is done by running the SQL code which accesses the package and runs a match through the database.

Working
1. On the client side there is a microcontroller that records the data from the sensors and LED.
2. It reminds the patient on timely basis to take the medicines by keeping track of time and indicates using LED’s
3. The Box also contains and alert switch which is used to send an alert message that the patient is in an emergency situation.
4. The controller then relays this information to the server over the internet which sends a message to the doctor via sms.
5. Then the website displays the alert messages and emergency services are dispatched.
6. The website also contains the records of when the patient has accessed and not accessed the box to consume the medicines.

3. CONCLUSION
An IoT-based intelligent home-centric healthcare IOT platform, it includes the scenario of assisted living for people with physically and mentally disabled, where users can intermingle with smart objects deployed in a home environment to ensure their health and well-being. We proposed Home health system involves different aspects from the hospital, emergency center, body, and even medicine. Our System I-Med Box serves as a home healthcare station providing strong interoperability and network connectivity. The healthcare system can deliver various services, alarms and medication noncompliance control. The Health system combines the health network, telemedicine, and emergency and medication management services. This helps in the swift transformation from Hospital-Centric medical treatment to Home-Centric healthcare and finally bring about ubiquitous and personalized healthcare. The implemented the
most widely adapted technology for the Internet is the standard web services. Wireless identifiable embedded healthcare systems at the edge of the network should be connected to web services and make use of comparable functionalities and this will prove to be a challenge in the future for the internet. These millions of components produce, analyze, consume and process information in dissimilar healthcare environments such as hospitals, households and nursing homes as well as in the work and everyday lives of people. Our Implemented System will bring seamless 'anytime, anywhere' personalized healthcare and monitoring over fast reliable and secure networks.
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